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Network Biology is about:
Complexity
Functions
Interactions

D. Goodsell
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What is an interactome?

The set of all possible protein-protein interactions between 
the proteins of an organism.

No spatio-temporal information.



How to extract 
biological information?

Non oriented graph
Node = protein 

Edge = physical interaction

Protein-protein interaction networks



Nature 1999

Functional modules: the seminal paper

‘A functional module is, by definition, a discrete entity whose function is 
separable from those of other modules.’

‘Modules can be insulated from or connected to each other. Insulation 
allows the cell to carry out many diverse reactions without cross-talk that 
would harm the cell, whereas connectivity allows one function to influence 
another.’


‘Functional modules need not be rigid, fixed structures; a given 
component may belong to different modules at different times.’



Computational detection of module in networks
for function prediction

Identification of groups of  nodes by 
classification methods: 

•   density
•   distances
•   edge-betweenness/betweennes cut
•   optimisation of criterion: modularity 



Computational detection of module in networks
for function prediction

Identification of groups of  nodes by 
classification methods: 

•   density
•   distances
•   edge-betweenness/betweennes cut
•   optimisation of criterion: modularity 

Functional modules are:

- Discrete entities ensuring cellular processes = Groups of tightly linked proteins/
vertices involved in the same biological processes
- Conserved/rewired during evolution

                                                    Prediction of function




Network analyses for function prediction

Global network analysis: 
Extreme multifunctional proteins

Network perturbations: 
Complex Disease and Infections
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‘Moonlighting’ proteins

•  ‘To moonlight’ = to have a secondary job in addition to the regular one

•  A special sub-class of multifunctional proteins à perform multiple and 
unrelated functions 

 
•  ‘Moonlighting’ proteins are multifunctional, multifunctional proteins are not 

all ‘moonlighting’

•  Classical multifunctional proteins à similar biological processes (enzymes 

with several substrates, TF, signaling proteins, etc.)

•  ‘Moonlighting’ proteins à several unrelated functions à different biological 
processes






Aconitase/Iron Response Element Binding Protein

Function 2 : Regulation of 
sequestration and usage of 
iron à regulation of translation

From Volz K., Curr Opin Struct Biol. 2008;18(1):106–111

Function 1 : Krebs cycle enzyme 
à aconitase (Citrate to Isocitrate)

High iron

Low iron



Aconitase/Iron Response Element Binding Protein

Conformational change  

From Volz K., Curr Opin Struct Biol. 2008;18(1):106–111



Neomorphic moonlighting proteins : RHAMM/HMMR

From  Maxwell et al., J Cell Sci 2008

Function 2 in Cancer cell: 
Stimulation of adhesion 
à Metastatic progression

Function 1 in Normal cells:
Regulation of the mitotic spindle 
assembly, control of integrity

Sub-cellular localization and pathological changes



From Moonlighting to Extreme Multifunctional proteins 

•  Switch between  functions often depends on environment à Discovered by 
serendipity  à 300 known (all kingdoms), < 50 in the human proteome


•  No identification method, no systematic search since common 

characteristics unknown

•  Importance: Regulatory and evolutionary roles, genotype-phenotype 
relationships (diseases), drug side effect 

Large-scale identification of ‘Extreme Multifunctional proteins’
from the PPI network:


Moonlighting proteins should belong to several functional modules

 involved in different functions

Moonlighting proteins à a subset of Extreme Multifunctional proteins (EMFs)



Network biology approach - Computational challenges

C. Chapple 

•  EMFs should participate to several functional 
modules:
1- Identify overlapping modules with the OCG 
algorithm (Becker et al. Bioinformatics 2012; 
Spinelli et al. BioSystems 2013)

2- Annotate the modules to GO terms with a 
majority rule

•  Functional modules should be annotated to 
unrelated functions:
3- Compute probabilities of GO term association 
à PrOnto tool (Chapple et al., Front Genet 2015)

•  Prediction of EMFs:
4- Identify candidate at the intersection of modules 
annotated to unrelated functions à MoonGO 
pipeline (Chapple et al. Nature Com 2015)




Overlapping Cluster Generator Method

Interactome "
Network

 Initial Overlapping 
Class System 

cover graph with an 
overlapping class 

system Hierarchy of 
Overlapping 

Classes

fusion of classes by 
optimisation 

Proteins found in several 
clusters... multifunctional 

proteins ?

(Becker et al. Bioinformatics 2012)

E. Becker 

A. Guénoche 

B. Robisson 

C. Chapple 
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http://tagc.univ-mrs.fr/pronto/

(Chapple et al. Front Genet 2015)

C. Chapple 

Pronto principle
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Candidate

430 candidates
3,3% of the interactome proteins

11% of the multiclustered proteins


Module topology + Annotation rules 
+ Probabilities of GO term associations =  EMF candidates

Human interactome: 12865 proteins, 74388 interactions

Negative controls: 7.55 candidates when randomizing protein annotations
   1.03 candidates when randomizing GO pair probabilities

Known moonlighting proteins: 6/38 proteins (p-val=1e-3)



Candidate cellular functions

% candidates


Dissimilar Biological Processes


53,5 Nucleic acid metabolism Signalling
7,3 Nucleic acid metabolism Localization
6,8 Macromolecular metabolic process Transport
5,9 RNA metabolic process Signalling
4,7 Nucleic acid metabolism Transport
4,5 Gene expression Transport
3,6 Macromolecular metabolic process Localization
2,9 Nucleic acid metabolism Physiological processes
2,7 Nucleic acid metabolism Phosphorus metabolism
1,2 Nucleic acid metabolism Development



Define a signature? Comparing categories

Candidates (430)

Multiclustered non-candidates (3416) Whole network (12865)

Mono-clustered (9019)

Network hubs (1482)
khubs > =2*kmean



Define a signature: looking for significant features

Function
Network
Organization-Sequence



The candidate signature:
Different from other multiclustered and hub proteins 

Function
Network
Organization-Sequence (Chapple et al., Nature Com 2015)

C. Chapple 



Extreme Mutifunctional proteins, ELM and switchELM


•  Enrichment of SwitchELM in EMFs (6.2 x, pval= 1.2x10-27)
(motif-based molecular switches) 

•  Enrichment of Allosteric switchELM in EMFs (1.6 x, pval=4x10-2)
(unique category of SwitchELMs to be enriched ONLY among EMFs)


•  Enrichement of ELMs in EMFs (1,5 x, wilcoxon, pval= 8x10-4)

A conformational switch in some candidates?

(Chapple et al., Nature Com 2015)

Short linear motifs (SLiMs): sequences of a few amino acid 
residues encoding particular molecular functions (e.g., protein–
protein interactions, subcellular targeting, ...)"

Domain – Motif Interaction"



Extreme Multifunctional and Moonlighting proteins 
Conclusions

 
-  Predictive network analyses and functional module approaches, taking 

advantage of the lack of spatio-temporal information in interactomes.

-  Global approach: 
-  candidates to moonlighting à rather ‘Extreme multifunctional proteins’ 

on a multifunctionality scale
-  a signature for extreme multifunctionality
- highly connected
- less disordered than hubs
- enriched in ELMs, in SwitchELMs, rather allosteric
                      A clue of Moonlighting?

- Involvement in several diseases, which have very different phenotypes,        

often comorbid.
Another possible clue of comorbidities? the sharing of proteins involved in 

different processes between diseases. 

(Chapple et al. Nature Com 2015; Zanzoni et al. Front Physiol 2015; Chapple & Brun Oncotarget 2015)
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Significant module dysregulations during cancer 
progression

•  Integration of quantitative proteomic data within the 
interactome. 

11 breast cancer cell lines
155 normal and tumor colorectal samples

•  Identification of significantly dysregulated modules 
using statistical analyses. 

(Zanzoni & Brun Methods 2016)

A. Zanzoni 



normal

Z-score of 
protein expression

 value: 
An expression
 distribution 

of all Z-scores
 per module

An expression profile per module 



benign

Z-score of 
protein expression

 value: 
An expression
 distribution 

of all Z-scores
 per module

An expression profile per module 



stage 2

Z-score of 
protein expression

 value: 
An expression
 distribution 

of all Z-scores
 per module

An expression profile per module 



stage 3

Z-score of 
protein expression

 value: 
An expression
 distribution 

of all Z-scores
 per module

An expression profile per module 



metastatic

Z-score of 
protein expression

 value: 
An expression
 distribution 

of all Z-scores
 per module

An expression profile per module 

Module expression profile 



Dysregulated modules?
Kruskal-Wallis test

Increasing/decreasing trend?
Jonckheere’s trend

Stage-specific 
dysregulated module?

Dunn test

Statistical evaluation of dysregulation



Proliferation (up)
Maintenance of 
tissue integrity, 

immune surveillance
 evasion (down)

Signalling, 
focal adhesion (up)
Splicing, replication,
Inflammation (down)

Dysregulated functional modules & cellular functions

Signalling, cell cycle,
Transcriptional regulation

(Zanzoni & Brun Methods 2016)



gingivitis

Adverse pregnancy outcomes

inflammatory processes

gut diseases

A gram-negative anaerobic bacterium

Network perturbations by a pathogen infection: "
Fusobacterium nucleatum



How pathogens perturb host cell networks?

Domain-Domain

Short linear motifs (SLiMs): sequences of a few amino acid 
residues encoding particular molecular functions (e.g., 
protein–protein interactions, subcellular targeting, ...)

Domain - Motif

Molecular Mimicry: The display of any structure by a pathogen that resembles a structure of 
the host at the molecular level and confers a benefit on the pathogen because of this 
resemblance.

Interfere in protein-protein interactions

(Via et al TIBS 2015; Zanzoni et al. submitted)



Inference of F. nucleatum-human protein interactions

F. nucleatum human

Domain-Domain Motif-Domain

PxxP

PxxP

Template

Inference

3did" iELM"

3744 inferred interactions between 144 F. nucleatum and 934 human proteins

F. nucleatum human



Host functional modules targeted by F. nucleatum effectors
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(Zanzoni et al. submitted)

A. Zanzoni 

Module 89:
immune response-activating cell surface receptor 

signaling pathway (GO:0002429), nucleolar 
ribonuclease P complex (GO:0005655)Module 9:

immune response-regulating cell surface receptor 
signaling pathway (GO:0002768), cell-cell junction 

(GO:0005911) 

4% of modules are enriched in targets 



A network of targeted and perturbed modules
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A. Zanzoni 
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A. Zanzoni 

Regulation of system 
process, dendrite

NFkB 
cascade, Toll 

cascade

Immune response, 
regulating cell 

surface receptor 
signaling  pathway

Blood coagulation

Actin filament 
organization

Extracellular 
structure 

organization
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How to combine multiple networks to identify communities?

Does the combination of networks improves the  
detection of communities?



Multiplex, Multi-layer or Multislice: same vertices, links of different nature

Co-Expression 

The Multiplex framework



Multiplex framework

•  Multiplex-modularity

Co-Expression 

Molti tool
Didier et al PeerJ 2015



Module enriched in Coffin-Siris syndrome genes

PPIPathways Co-expression Complexes

Didier et al PeerJ 2015

CS syndrome

Other syndromes



Global analysis - Network perturbations – Multiple networks"
Conclusions

•  Global interactome analysis for protein function prediction à a 
dataset of Extreme Multifunctional Proteins, candidates to 
Moonlighting. 

•  Data integration and network inference for estimating network 
perturbations in diseases à a set of 26 putative virulence 
factors of F. nucleatum.

•  Use multiple networks to extract functional information on 
cellular mechanisms and diseases.
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